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 GREAT SHELFORD PARISH COUNCIL (GSPC) 
Minutes of Parish Council Planning Committee Meeting held in the Pavilion 

Woollards Lane, Great Shelford at 1830 on 21 March 2018. 

 

Present:  Cllrs Milson (chair), Nettleton, Coggins, Fane, Nightingale. 

Apologies none. Four members of the public attended.   

 

Cllr Coggins declared an interest as a resident of Ashen Green and took no part in the 

discussions on S/0747/18/FL.   

 

Cllr Milson is currently unable to chair meetings because of work commitments. It 

was therefore resolved unanimously that Cllr Nettleton should chair planning 

meetings until after 18 May. 

 

Minutes of the meeting of 7 March were approved. Matters arising: 

 It was noted that SCDC had approved the application to fell the chestnut tree 

on the Jones & Jones site. 

 Cllr Nettleton had scheduled a meeting with SCDC on 29 March to discuss 

various planning issues. 

 

1.  NEW APPLICATIONS: 

 

 S/0747/18/FL. Mr & Mrs Sean Richardson, 14 Ashen Green, Proposed change 

to the external wall finish of the approved sitting room/study from brickwork 

to painted render. 

Plus Amendment dated 15/03/18; existing garage walls (with the exception of 

the rear north east elevation) are to be rendered too. 

GSPC does not understand why the applicant is experiencing difficulties in 

sourcing appropriate bricks. They appear to be yellow Cambridge bricks, 

which are still in common use. In any case, a couple of year’s weathering 

would mask any minor differences. This is a Conservation Area and it is 

important to maintain consistency with the rest of the street scene. No other 

garage in the street is rendered and GSPC therefore recommends rejection of 

the application to render the garage. 

 S/4566/17/VC. Rose, 255 Hinton Way, to improve the visual alignment of 

glass screen to stone coping. Variation of Condition 3 of Planning consent 

S/2809/14/FL 

GSPC finds it impossible to understand the variation and therefore can make 

no comment. Cllr Nettleton to contact the applicant. 

 S/0762/18/VC. Rachel Livings, The Gables, 1A Granhams Road, Variation of 

Condition 6 (Soft & Hard Landscaping S/2573/14/FL) 

GSPC is happy to leave the decision on this application to SCDC. 
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2. TREE APPLICATIONS 
 

 S/0871/18/TC. Laurel Powers-Freeling, Kings Mill House, Kings Mill Lane, 

T1 Horse Chestnut - remove tree and root 

Tree is a poor specimen and GSPC therefore has no objection. 

 S/0950/18/TP. Barber, 109 Cambridge Road, 2 x Copper Beech ~ Reduce 

canopy overhang to roadside back to kerb edge and raise remaining low crown 

to 3.0 metres over path. 

Branches overhang the path and GSPC therefore has no objection. 

 S/0952/18/TC. Knowles, 11 Tunwells Lane, Cedar To reduce top to balance 

tree and shorten lateral branches to reshape Tree has suffered damage in recent 

storms losing several branches and this is remedial work 

GSPC has no objection. 

 S/0984/18/TC. Azzam, The Kings Mill, Kings Mill Lane, Horse Chestnut - 

crown reduce height by 6-7m and shape into remainder of canopy crown 

reduce spread to two sides by 2m to shape and balance 

GSPC happy to leave the decision to SCDC. 

 

 

There being no other business, the Chairman closed the meeting at 1915. 

 

 

 

 

Signed:  ……………………………… 

 

 

Next Planning meeting 1900 Wednesday 4 April in the Pavilion 


